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The highly anticipated sequel to Disney/Pixar Finding Nemo, Disney/Pixar Finding Dory releases in

theaters on June 17, 2016. The animated film reunites the friendly-but-forgetful blue tang fish with

her loved ones, and everyone learns a few things about the true meaning of family along the way.

This Little Golden Book retelling is perfect for boys and girls ages 2 to 5.
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This is a very good summary. I'm skeptical about movies that are summarized into children's book,

because sometimes the plot ends up choppy and over-edited. Not in this case -- the narrative

flowed well enough and the layout of the pictures and text was suitable to keep a kid (my 4-year-old)

entertained.

,, this is a very cute story I bought it for my two-year-old who is a huge saving Nemo fan with the

release of the new movie were excitedly looking for anything with Dori on it she loved hearing about

Dorries adventure and how she found her family spoiler alert if you don't want to know what

happened in the movie this however is a cute bedtime story for children

Cute story that picks up after the events of Finding Nemo. It's a nice continuation on what happens



afterwards, and it makes things come full circle for everyone. Nice artwork within that is different

from the Big Golden Book version.

the story is too long to be condensed into a little golden book. The result is that the story telling is

not coherent. Many details were omitted and it felt like the plot was jumping around as I read it to my

son. We read it once and he never asked for it again. In contrast, he reads all the little golden

Thomas books again and again.

This book is an easy read and good length for a bed time story. I give it 4 stars because Bailey is

only mentioned once and there are no illustrations of him at all. The book mentions the pipes, but

does not go into detail about how Dory mustered up the confidence and courage to trust her

instincts to find her way through them which was was really key in Dory's journey.

I love little golden books and am happy to start collecting these newer stories so my grandkids can

enjoy these new "classics"Same shape and size you have come to expect from Little Golden

Books-Wonderful cute story about Dory!

I love having a Finding Dory book to hold off my Dory fan until the DVD comes out. We start out with

the story but we also add in little parts we remember from the movie. Little Golden rocks as usual!

We have several of the Little Golden Disney books and our toddler (2.5 year old girl) loves them!

They're easy to follow and hit most of the major points of the films, and she really enjoys getting to

hear her favorite stories again and again. She is going through a MAJOR Nemo phase right now

(highly recommend the Little Golden version of Finding Nemo!), so we pre-ordered the Little Golden

version of Finding Dory and in the meantime, saw the film on opening weekend.We all loved the

movie and our toddler did great in the theater! She retained a lot of the story, too. When our book

came in the mail, she pointed to the stingray migration page and said "they're singing!" (They do

sing in the movie!) My husband and I noticed Becky and Gerald and a few other minor aspects of

the story weren't there, but otherwise liked the book with its illustrations and phrasing.**SPOILER

ALERT AHEAD**However, we were so disappointed that the exciting climax where Hank and Dory

drive the truck into the ocean was nowhere to be found in this version! The last page has a quick

line about Dory being with her family and friends at last, and that's it. Our toddler, not missing

anything, looked up and us and asked "Ossusspuss dwive a twuck?? Where truck?" Maybe that plot



element was deemed too frightening for Little Golden's young audience...? I can see why the scary

glowing squid was left out, and the touch pool in Kid Zone, but not the silly and exciting truck

scene.If your little one loved the movie, I would look into another more comprehensive version of the

story. I've ordered the Big Golden one and hope to be happier with that.
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